Delnorte Holdings inc. is a tech company that uses web3,
blockchain and quantum technology to securitize documents
Our project is focused on tokenizing assets and getting the
authoritative bodies to verify the validity and ownership of that
asset. Our target user is anyone who wants to tokenize his
asset, authenticate and securitize its ownership and monetize
it.

Delnorte is the only blockchain
proptech product company in
the world that develops
hardware-based asset
processing and property
ownership through a
management transaction
endorsement protocol.

Contact
Information
Anton Glotser (@)
E-mail: ag@delnorte.space
Web: delnorte.space
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$5,000,000

Marketing & biz dev
35%

$1,750,000

Operations 35%

$1,750,000

Reaserch and
development 30%

$1,500,000

Team
Anton Glotser

Founder & CEO

Yuriy Chudinov

Co-founder & CTO

Sergey Sergienko

Chief Blockchain Development

Cost effective digital
transformation strategy
Provides a free of cost
transformation to
municipalities
Reduces fraud and theft

Target Market

Opportunity

Delnorte is a hybrid
hardware & software
ecosystem that utilizes
blockchain technology and
provides various solutions to
cover a variety of financial
transactions, data security,
data storage and data
processing.

Ready to expand as a
multiregional and
multilanguage platform
Highly qualified
multidisciplinary team

Advantage

1.

2.

Solution

Funding
Investment

In many LAC countries 6 out
of 10 rural properties are
informally owned, owners
have no land titles or
registered records to prove
the land is theirs. It also
means the land parcel does
not appear in the country’s
land cadaster. This becomes
an obstacle for economic
development and poses
long-term security risks
where violence and internal
displacement are
commonplace.

Everyone can view a
municipality’s registry in a
secure efficient manner
protecting all participants
from fraud, reducing theft
and spurring regional
economic development.

Cel: +1 917 886 -9471

Why Invest?

Problem

Local citizens between
the ages of 22 & 45,who
are familiarizes with
social networking &
digital
Companies that organize
group activities who want
to attract more
customers.

Business Model
1.
2.

Monthly Service Fee of $10
Selling custom platform
for corporate users

Achievements
1.

Global patents for DTV
Tech secured
2. Contract for Comayagua
municipality in Honduras
100k+ Properties
3. Contract for San Barolome
municipality in El Salvador
30k+ Properties
4. Caldwell Banker in Costa
Rica study on 500
Properties

